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Professor indicates female 

Professor* indicates male 

 

The Female Economists of Wesleyan (FEW) is a recently formed caucus of female-

identifying Econ students. If you wish to discuss any of the issues raised in this article, 

come to our OPEN MEETING FOR ALL STUDENTS ON SUNDAY, 4/26, 4:30-

5:30pm, PAC001. 

 

At the end of the article is a list of POLICY SUGGESTIONS to improve equity and 

inclusion in the Econ department. 

 

Economics Needs More Women 
By Kerry Nix 

 

Economics at Wesleyan needs more women. While more and more students are choosing 

to major in Econ, the major is not getting any more representative of Wesleyan’s student 

body. The average class size has grown enormously over the past thirty years, from under 

60 to over 100, but the low proportion of female to male students has stayed remarkably 

constant. From 1985 to 2015, on average only 28% of Econ and Mathematical 

Economics (MECO) majors in each graduating class were female. 

 

 
 

Econ’s gender problem is parallel to the gender problem in science, technology, 

engineering, and mathematics (STEM). Women’s underrepresentation in the STEM 

fields has inspired presidential interventions aimed at benefitting industry and increasing 

women’s earning potential (women in STEM industries earn 33% more than women in 

other fields, according to the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy). 

While there is still a long way to go toward achieving gender equity in STEM fields, 

broad interventions have made real progress. Women are similarly underrepresented in 

economics, and women at Wes are majoring in Econ at nearly the same rate as at women 

at women’s colleges.  The gender imbalance of Wes’s Econ department – consistent with 

those nationwide at higher-education institutionsi – reflects a long process, made up of 

several intermediate steps, through which women are squeezed out of quantitatively 

oriented fields.  
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Econ, like STEM, needs serious interventions. Undergraduate Econ’s gender imbalance 

has stagnated for 20 years (American Economics Association). More women with 

undergraduate degrees in Econ means more strong female applicants to currently male-

dominated industries. The culture of majority-male workplaces we observe in the tech 

and finance industries today may be due partly to the gender imbalance in higher 

education, but it may also help to perpetuate it, as many male-dominated workplaces are 

wrought with barriers to women that could deter women from seeking to enter those 

fields (shout-out to Reddit CEO Ellen Pao, who just lost a pretty convincing lawsuit 

against her former employer, Kleiner, Perkins Caufield & Byers). More women in Econ 

also means higher lifetime earnings and more employment options. While this inequity is 

an intricate problem with many sources exogenous to Wes,ii Wes can and should be a 

place of change for women in Econ. 

 

As a female Econ major who is deeply invested in this issue, I have spoken with 

professors and students regarding their perspectives of the gender imbalance, and how it 

affects their academic experiences. Wes faces several problems, and together we must 

address them all in order to achieve equity: 

 

1) PROBLEM I: Failure to Attract Female Students to Gateway ECON110 

Fewer women than men consider Econ in their set of academic options, 

due to gender differences, socialization, and common misconceptions 

about what Econ is. Also, women might enter Wesleyan with greater 

interest in interdisciplinary overlaps between Econ and other fields. Men, 

who might be more focused on vocation, seem to find that the Econ major 

suits their goals, while women might satisfy their interests by enrolling in 

ECON101 and lower-level electives. Women’s lower confidence in their 

quantitative abilities and higher sensitivity to grades than men can further 

deter them from beginning or continuing to study Econ. 

 

2) PROBLEM II: Unwelcoming Gateway and Lack of Camaraderie within the 

Major 

The classroom environment of the Econ major’s gateway course may 

impede students’ engagement with material. Raising clarifying questions 

about course content is crucial to succeeding in Econ, and being hesitant 

to raise questions can be a disadvantage in Econ’s individualistic culture. 

For some, disconnectedness from course material can be compounded by 

the classes’ constrained social atmosphere. Intro courses provide few 

opportunities and low incentive to work with peers, preventing students 

from connecting with each other. Students tend to group into factions, 

which leads to alienating power dynamics within Econ classrooms. 

 

3) PROBLEM III: Challenges to Learning in Severely Gender-Imbalanced 

Classrooms 

Female students make up a minority in upper-level classrooms, and 

classrooms with skewed gender representation can be uncomfortable for 

those in the minority. Professors posit that female students usually do very 

http://www.nytimes.com/2015/03/28/technology/ellen-pao-kleiner-perkins-case-decision.html?hp&action=click&pgtype=Homepage&module=first-column-region&region=top-news&WT.nav=top-news&_r=1
http://www.hamiltonproject.org/papers/major_decisions_what_graduates_earn_over_their_lifetimes/
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well in upper-level electives, and therefore have higher average grades 

than males in those classes. However, that does not indicate equity in Econ 

classrooms. It could mean that the “lower-performing” females did not 

choose to major, while “lower-performing” males declared the major 

anyway and continued to the upper classes. The women who elect to 

major are those who have adapted to Econ’s individualistic system of 

incentives. More female Econ faculty members would certainly help, but 

adding on female faculty would not sufficiently address all of the climate 

issues within the Econ department. 

 

In rigid, lecture-based classrooms with strong gender and other imbalances, social 

dynamics distort the educational experience for some students and influence how some 

professors approach their teaching. Making serious gains toward equity may require 

shifts in students’ and professors’ values, and ought to be helped by changes in course 

structure. Changes should involve increasing students’ incentives and opportunities to 

learn from each other, offer and encourage opportunities to seek extra help, increase 

individual accountability, and allow for alternatives to rigidly structured lecture classes. 

To improve equity in Econ, the definition of success for both students and professors 

must actively incorporate goals of equity and inclusion (see the Policy Suggestions 

section at the end of the article) 

 

 

PART I: Failure to Attract Female Students to Gateway ECON110 
Nobody expects 50-50 gender balances within any academic department.iii As we’ve 

seen, Wesleyan’s Economics department does not draw a balanced representation of the 

student body, but neither do most majors. Still, a glance at the above graphs shows you 

that, although the major is growing, it isn’t growing any more popular with women. 

 

There are two entry points to the study of Economics at Wesleyan: Introduction to 

Economics (ECON101) and Introduction to Economic Theory (ECON110). ECON101 

attracts men and women in nearly equal numbers,iv indicating that although many women 

are at least a little bit interested in Econ, something – be it a loss of interest, the 

quantitative focus or perceived inaccessibility of the material, the classroom climate, or 

simply better prospects elsewhere – keeps them from pursuing the major after ECON101. 

In contrast, the more math-intensive ECON110 course attracts fewer women,v and also 

serves more consistently as the gateway to the major. 

 

There are several explanations for the Econ major’s failure to attract women. Professor 

Hornstein reasons that it might appeal more to men “because economics has many 

overlaps with related fields; a larger fraction of women are interested in those 

interdisciplinary overlaps and don't feel the desire to complete the formal major in 

economics.” Men, who might be more focused on vocation, seem to find that the Econ 

major suits their goals, while women might satisfy their interests by enrolling in 

ECON101 and lower-level electives. 
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Gender differences and socialization may guide some students towards Econ. Professor 

Hornstein says, “each of us has certain topics we talk about at the dinner table and in 

school. Whatever that is, you’ll tend to study that a little further. You can see how that’ll 

lead to demographic overrepresentation in certain fields... The guys walk in, they’ve 

become accustomed to talking about business…and it’s not because they come from 

families where there is more business, it’s for whatever reason that parents talk about 

business more with their sons than their daughters.” 

 

Meanwhile, women are biased away from Econ, due to their lack of exposure or the 

influence of common misconceptions. Speaking of fellow female students enrolled in 

ECON110 during her freshmen year, Econ and MB&B double-major Caroline 

Elmendorf ’17 says, “I think a lot of them were already set against it… [and] were very 

aware that this would be the only Econ class they would take.” Econ and Government 

double major Jenny Robinson ’16 says, “There’s a national stigma about women and 

math…. Econ, a lot of people don’t actually know necessarily what it is…People think, 

‘Oh, it’s like business, and banking and finance,’ and that has not been in any way what 

my experience has been.” Caroline admitted, “I had someone accuse me last year, 

[saying]: ‘You want to go to Wall Street and just rip people off all the time and become 

super rich!’ Econ is so much more than that, and I think people aren’t aware of it.” 

Another female Econ major, a senior, asked a fraternity brother and athlete how he 

responded to these kinds of hostilities. He answered: “I don’t ever feel like I have to 

justify myself, because all my friends are Econ majors.” Social associations and cultural 

milieu matter for students studying Econ, and popular misconceptions about their 

motivations make the decision easier and more natural for some students than for others. 

 

Gender could also determine a student’s level of ease in Intro courses. Professor 

Hornstein comments, “it’s a more accepted or common assumption that a guy is going to 

major in Econ than a woman. So I think it’s easier for a guy to walk into an Econ course 

and be okay there.” Perhaps it’s easier for men to feel uncertain, but comfort in 

uncertainty plays into a host of factors regarding a classroom environment, relationships 

with professors and peers, and academic self-confidence. “We all take classes where we 

don’t know what is going on,” Professor Hornstein continues, “and I think when a 

women faces that in an Econ class, she views it subconsciously as kind of a questioning 

of whether she belongs, whereas a guy says ‘Yeah, I haven’t learned that yet.’” 

 

Professor Hornstein raises an important issue: female undergraduate students are less 

confident in their quantitative skills, even when they possess abilities equal to their male 

peers (American Economics Association).vi Econ is math-intensive, and female students’ 

aversion to math could manifest in avoidance of Econ altogether, as well as discomfort in 

the classroom.vii 

 

Women may also be more sensitive to grades in choosing their majors than their male 

classmates, and grade sensitivity may contribute to female students’ choosing to 

discontinue the Econ major. A nationwide study by Claudia Goldin, Harvard Professor 

and President of the American Economics Association, finds that in getting an A in an 

introductory course, about 40% of male students and 42% of female students will 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/catherine-rampell-women-should-embrace-the-bs-in-college-to-make-more-later/2014/03/10/1e15113a-a871-11e3-8d62-419db477a0e6_story.html?hpid=z3
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continue with the Econ major. In earning a B-, meanwhile, about 31% of male students 

but only 14% of female students will major in Econ.viii Likewise, Econ major and two-

year Major Committee member Andrew Hove ’15 recalls a female friend who 

discontinued the major upon receiving what she considered to be a bad grade in 

ECON300. 

 

Failure to attract women is motivated by many social and cultural factors, many of which 

are outside of Wesleyan’s direct control. But that should motivate intervention, not deter 

it. If we choose to think that the current gender imbalance of Econ reflects males’ and 

females’ true preferences, we are legitimizing the cultural biases that prevent women 

from pursuing the same academic disciplines as men. 

 

 

PART II: ECON110 – An Imperfect Introduction 
Getting more female students into the ECON110 may be part of the battle. Professor 

Hornstein “view[s] the challenge as really in the 110 to 300 hurdle in really getting 

students engaged in the material.”ix But ECON110 does not seem to provide a 

particularly engaging introduction to the Econ. One major admits: “To be honest, I don’t 

even know why I decided to major in Econ. There was no encouragement at all. I don’t 

think ECON110 was particularly appealing – it wasn’t like ‘Oh that course changed my 

whole perspective’…I think I just decided that I still didn’t know enough Econ to make a 

decision and so I just took more.” Econ and Sociology double major Shivani Kochhar 

’14 recalls that ECON110 “wasn’t an environment conducive to actually understanding 

what was happening. You would want your Econ class to be a lot more engaging, a lot 

more collaborative, and a little bit more rigorous, so that people could get a sense of what 

Econ actually is.” 

 

The choice of professor might make the difference between engagement and indifference, 

or even active dislike.x  Female students with expectations about the degree of math-

intensiveness of a professor’s curricula might avoid those professors’ courses, given the 

opportunity. Female students in Professor* Richard Adelstein’s ECON101 course 

remember it fondly. One female major in Professor* Adelstein’s class had friends in 

other ECON101 courses with “probably more difficult or more math-based professors 

and were immediately turned off from it. They did not in any way think it was fun or 

interesting or useful.”  

 

One female Econ major expresses frustration with her professor’s lack of explanation of 

mathematical concepts, saying the professor “gets it so intuitively that he doesn’t [get] 

how to teach it.” Some professors define technical terms and frequently pause for 

questions; others blow through complex proofs and ask for questions once they’re 

finished. Students unwilling to interject with clarifying questions might not build up 

enough understanding to even formulate a question at the end of a professor’s 

demonstration. Further, students without the prior exposure to economic concepts are at a 

disadvantage in these settings. At this point, some students are confused, and 

opportunities for learning are bypassed. 
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Raising clarifying questions about course content is crucial to succeeding in Econ. Math 

and Econ double major Kumbi Kuti ’16 feels it may be hesitance to raise questions that 

exacerbates females’ experiences in introductory courses: “You take ECON110 or 

ECON101, you want to start; [you see] 100 people in the class, and you don’t feel 

comfortable asking questions, and you just never understand, and then you never do Econ 

because you never do well. It’s quite sad but it is what it is.” In her TA sessions, 

Caroline says, “I notice that the guys are able to throw out random guesses, and I notice 

that girls aren’t willing to put out answers unless they’re sure that they’re right.” Some 

female students in male-dominated Econ courses recall hearing male students’ laughter 

after asking questions, and feel both self-conscious and suspicious of their classmates. 

 

We are more confident when we feel we are among peers, and as Econ Professor Tien 

notes, “not having gender support within your classroom, you feel a little more reluctant 

to raise your hand.”  

 

Students who don’t raise their hands may rarely speak in class. Opportunities to talk and 

ask questions are scarce. So are opportunities to demonstrate and test one’s understanding 

of course material. Kumbi notes that, with a high volume of material to cover, and just a 

few hours per week to do it, “professors are trying to jam-pack all this information” into 

each 80-minute period. 

 

Many students I spoke with find the treatment of course material difficult to relate to. In 

introductory courses, students learn principles via economic models, which employ many 

assumptions that render course material not immediately applicable to the real world. 

One female Econ student has felt frustrated by the apparent implications of simplified 

economic models, when conclusions seem to go against her principles of socioeconomic 

justice. Lack of discussion about course material compounded her feeling of alienation. 

Caroline finds disconnectedness between Econ and the real world, saying “it does seem 

like just learning how to crunch numbers right now, but I think learning…what sort of 

policy differences you could make if you learned about Econ, and I think that would 

encourage more people to take Econ.” For some, disconnectedness is worsened by use of 

sports-focused example problems in class. Currently, some professors rely heavily on 

sports-related statistics to illustrate economic principles, apparently assuming most 

students in their classes play sports. 

 

A female student reacts: “How can you say that? More than half the people in this class 

don’t play sports!” Bias in example problem selection alienates groups within Econ 

classrooms. 

 

Disconnectedness from course material, a lack of gender support within classrooms and 

few opportunities to talk or work in groups result in students not feeling ownership of 

course material and a weird, unnecessary discomfort with classmates. 

 

Factions within classes 
Factions form among students in Wes’s Econ classes. Whether students feel more or less 

comfortable in classes depends on their position among those factions. One female 
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student notes that, in her ECON301 class, “we [female students] all sit in one 

corner…It’s very segregated.” 

 

Segregation implies power dynamics, which among students within the classroom reflect 

many things: gender, Greek association membership, sports, language, race, 

socioeconomic status, cultural background, sexual orientation, and the list goes on. For 

Shivani, most Econ classes seemed dominated not just by straight white men, but often 

by fraternity members. She felt uncomfortable in Econ classes due to gender imbalance 

and knowing that many of the men in the classroom belonged to clubs that exclude 

women. She says, “it’s really intimidating to be a woman in an Econ class, cause it’s you 

and 12 guys, who all know each other and clearly feel comfortable around each other. 

They sit in the same corner and just joke around… And the professors just don’t really try 

to deal with them in any way. It makes it pretty difficult to feel confident saying 

anything.” This was a point of discomfort for several female students with whom I spoke. 

 

Several other female students recall their Econ professors apparently giving preferential 

treatment to student-athletes. Student-athletes juggle immense responsibilities on top of 

their academic workload, but so do other students. Students in the room may be 

managing work-study jobs, club commitments, or rehearsals for theatrical productions. A 

professor’s apparent lenience about the student-athletes’ tardiness, for instance, can 

marginalize other students in the room. 

 

One professor notes that affiliation with athletic teams or Greek organizations can affect 

students’ selection of courses and major, and members of these groups often take the 

same courses, either together or in sequential semesters. Social capital, due in part to 

fraternities and athletics, can privilege their presence and performance in the classroom 

over other students’. 

 

Female students are not the only ones who experience discomfort in Econ classrooms. In 

Professor Hornstein’s experience teaching 300-level finance electives, most students 

who come to her and say, “I really want to take your class, but I feel like I don’t belong” 

are actually male students who don’t have the same degree of familiarity with financial 

issues as some of their peers. Professor Hornstein attempts to communicate to all 

students that it’s okay to feel like they do not know what’s going on. 

 

Any student’s discomfort in the classroom is due to the actions and circumstances of 

everyone involved, and professors and students alike may feel victimized by the subtle 

power dynamics of the classroom. Psychology Professor Lisa Dierker notes: “There’s a 

fine line between victim and oppressor. We are all all of those things.” Subtle biases are 

powerful. “Forty years ago, biases were in your face…Despite the fact that biases can 

seem nonobvious in our classrooms and even on our campus, research is showing they 

remain incredibly powerful influences on our behavior no matter how old or young we 

are.” Female students feel the effects of gender bias in classes, and female professors may 

be naturally more attuned to it than their male colleagues. 
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PART III: Challenges to Learning in Gender-Imbalanced Classrooms 
Gender disparity is most extreme in upper-level Econ classrooms, as these classes include 

only Econ majors and minors.xi Professor Hornstein experiences skewed gender 

representation pretty regularly in her upper-level finance courses, to her dismay: “I need 

women in there. I can tell you how awkward and uncomfortable it can be if you feel like 

you’re the only person who is like you.” 

 

Kumbi finds that the gender disparity in Econ at Wes makes the department feel “so far 

removed from the world of social justice, and everything else that Wesleyan stands for.” 

As one of a handful of female students in some of her classes, she reflects: “I’ve gotten to 

the point where I’m numb to it. For me, my coping mechanism is that I don’t see myself 

as a woman in the class; I see myself as a student and a participant.” And that’s good! We 

should all be able to shed our superficial identifying characteristics. But she recalls 

instances in which, as she was raising a question in class, male students have cut her off. 

Often, the incident goes unchecked by the professor. Kumbi says, “Actually, the minute I 

said something and got cut off, I was reminded that I was a woman in the class.” 

 

Jenny notes that, in her upper-level electives, “The girls actually in those classes talk 

more, proportionally [than male students]… The girls who are very hardcore about it stay 

with it…you have to be very invested in it and willing to stick it out.”xii 

 

It’s awesome that some female students are very assertive and outspoken while in the 

minority.xiii In large lecture-style classes, students must be ever more assertive to get 

questions answered, and those with cultural familiarity with Econ or who benefit from 

membership in a higher-powered “faction” will get the upper hand. 

 

But it seems that the individualistic reward structures of Econ classrooms yield 

inequality. The intricacy of course material and Econ’s lecture structure make raising 

questions particularly important to achieving success. It’s possible that women may be 

less likely to raise questions during class, due to lower confidence in quantitative skills or 

feeling outnumbered. Women in Econ are somehow put into direct competition with men. 

 

I think professors do respond to classroom climate issues to which they’re attuned. But 

some students doubt male professors notice gender imbalance. Kumbi “honestly 

do[es]n’t think male professors notice.” Female professors are probably more sensitive to 

gender issues, and respond to them with greater finesse, due to their own experiences in 

the economics female minority. Kumbi reflects, “Typically, if it’s not your experience, 

it’s not something you’re thinking about.” 

 

Mindfulness of the effect gender imbalance has on classroom dynamics is crucial to 

ensuring equity in academic opportunity. Gender may not seem immediately relevant to 

Econ’s course content, but gender affects the environment of Econ classrooms and 

students’ opportunities to succeed. Professor Dierker says “I think that [women in male-

dominated disciplines] can often be pushed to internalize the values of those 

disciplines…to be very, very successful, you need to internalize those values.” 
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Kumbi says, “I’ve learned to deal with whatever structure I’m given and make the most 

of it…I’ve definitely not always been out there, but I’ve realized it’s the only way I can 

succeed. Because if I don’t speak up, if I don’t not let people talk over me, if I don’t 

assert myself, I’m gonna just be walked all over. People shouldn’t walk all over me, my 

questions won’t be answered. Because I know there have been times where I’ve 

questioned myself – should I put up my hand and ask a question – and by the time I’m 

like ‘Oh maybe I should’ – we’ve moved on, and it’s too late. And so I just say to myself 

– you’re just going to have to actually say ‘Professor, I don’t know what’s going on.’ It 

shouldn’t be this way – I feel like I should be more comfortable to do these things. 

When I first got here, I didn’t ask questions, didn’t go to office hours, just didn’t want to 

seem like I didn’t know what I was doing. I needed to have it all together…It’s not 

possible – we’re learning…I feel like that had a lot to do with my previous experiences 

being a woman in the classroom.” 

 

Success in a male-dominated discipline may reward female students who adapt to the 

male-dominated value structure. In order to make Econ more welcoming to women, 

what should have to change? Women or the culture of rewards for Econ students and 

professors? 

 

The “Role Model” hypothesis 
Having good role model figures is crucial to students’ comfort within a major. Many 

female Econ majors cite encouragement from female professors as a major motivator for 

their choosing Econ. Further, many female students appreciate female professors’ 

heightened sensitivity to gender issues within the economics field. 

 

Caroline was not certain about selecting the ECON major until ECON300 with 

Professor Tien: “I loved Professor Tien, and [Econ] was sort of intuitive to me, and I felt 

like if something came that easily to me I should keep going.” Caroline recalls Professor 

Tien’s telling her and a female friend: “you girls can come up to my office any time and 

we can talk about what being a woman in Econ is like.” Professor Tien describes her 

efforts: “I try to encourage the girls in class to come and talk to me. [If] you don’t feel 

comfortable talking in class, you can come and talk to me.” Professor Tien finds that 

female students utilize her office hours more than her male students, proportionally. 

Professor Hornstein finds that students that are typically quieter in class utilize her 

office hours, and that some of the most enriching interactions with students occur outside 

the classroom, through email and office hours. Government and Econ double major Eliza 

Loomis ’15 finds that having more female role models helps fight cultural biases within 

Econ classrooms – “I just love it when I have a female TA, cause the whole class has to 

watch a girl give the correct answers.” 

 

Role models can encourage students and also help guide them towards post-graduation 

jobs and careers. While they needn’t be of one’s own gender, they do need to be attuned 

to issues of gender inequity. According to one female Econ major, finding mentors, in 

general, is difficult. “It’s hard to find mentors in the Econ department…I feel very 

fortunate to have grown up in the household I did where both my parents have Econ 
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PhDs and both have awesome jobs, so I always felt I had someone to look up to in terms 

of what I could do with my Econ major in the real world.” For students without family 

ties to the economics field, difficulty of finding mentors could exacerbate the difficulty of 

understanding how majoring in Econ could be relevant to their intellectual interests and 

future plans. 

 

Having good role model figures is crucial to students’ comfort within a major. Five out of 

the 18 Econ professors at Wes are female. This is actually above the national average – 

go Wes!xiv But in the Spring 2015 semester, two of those five professors were on 

sabbatical and none taught Intro Econ courses ECON101 or ECON110. Further, female 

professors are already overburdened with advising, as many students find female 

professors to be more approachable. 

 

If female professors notice gender-related issues more intuitively, and perhaps are more 

comfortable reaching out to female or perhaps “marginalized” students, and they are not 

teaching Intro-level courses, then only the minor portion of eventual majors hear 

encouraging comments like Professor Tien’s. Caroline recalls her frustration in 

approaching pre-registration for ECON courses; in Spring 2015 she wanted to take Intro 

to Microeconomic Analysis (ECON301) with a female professor, but no such courses 

were being offered. 

 

It is not fair to constrain female professors to teaching an Intro-level course per semester, 

just as it’s not fair to require that one of the five professors on the Intro-teaching rotation 

each semester be a racial minority. What would be fairer, then, is to encourage male 

professors to reach out to “marginalized” student populations and become forces for 

inclusion. Many already do! According to Professor Tien, “we have male colleagues that 

are very sensitive to that as well; they are very respectful.” Professor* John Bonin, 

having two equally qualified projects to propose for support, ranked the one having a 

female research assistant (RA) ahead of the one with male RA. Further, he notes, “When 

choosing TAs for two more technical demanding ECON courses (ECON110 and 

ECON301), I try very hard to choose one female and one male to make sure that the 

female students in the class don’t have only a male TA to work with.” 

 

But what prevents progress toward correcting the gender imbalance, in large part, is that 

current interventions are marginal. The sum of these marginal efforts, I argue, is 

insufficient. Students have adapted their expectations of what it is to learn to an unequal 

environment, and students and professors may be perpetuating the disparity 

 

 

STEPS TOWARDS EQUITY – Lessons from other institutions 
To improve equity, we can learn from some other institutions’ successes. Sheryl 

Sandberg, in her 2013 book Lean In, describes how Harvard Business School (HBS) 

closed its achievement gap between male and female students. Women accounted for 

36% of the HBS class but only 11% of the school’s highest honors recipients; not only 

were women underrepresented, but they were underperforming as well. 
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To plan how they would close the performance gap, HBS Leadership spoke candidly with 

teachers and students, learning from their perspectives on potential problems with classes 

and modes of evaluation. In Professor Dierker’s paraphrase of Lean In, HBS Leadership 

then enacted changes “aimed at improving the culture for women. The program newly 

redefined ‘leadership’ as ‘making others better as a result of your presence and making 

sure that impact lasts in your absence’ and then they actually held students accountable 

for the impact of their behavior. They assigned projects for predetermined small groups 

of students who would not naturally work together and they added a year-long field 

course that played on the strengths of students who are less comfortable contributing in 

front of large classrooms. After only two years, the performance gap was gone and 

maybe most impressively all students, including American men, reported higher levels of 

satisfaction with the program following these changes.” The Dean attributed the greater 

equality achieved in part to the Harvard Business School’s new level of “mindfulness.” 

Beyond mindfulness, HBS made equity an institutional priority. 
 

A crucial lesson to take from HBS’s intervention is the shift in students’ and professors’ 

incentives away from individualism and toward community and collaboration. Harvard 

Business School redefined leadership and reworked how it awarded credit, and thus 

reoriented students’ incentives toward fostering community-minded leaders and a 

collaborative academic culture. Defining new credit-earning opportunities outside the 

classroom also helped redefine academic excellence: “the people who weren’t 

comfortable talking in classes…were excelling” outside the classroom. And importantly, 

“everybody was happier with the program with these changes. It both closed the gender 

gap, and even the American men, and the international students, and the women, were all 

satisfied.” 

 

HBS’s problems differ somewhat from Wesleyan’s; the former is a graduate program, 

and its administrators were seeking to address an achievement gap rather than increasing 

the proportion of female students in the school. We’re simply not certain if we're dealing 

with a performance gap; we have not looked at performance data by gender. Even the 

data we collect for upper-level classes will be skewed by the aforementioned filtering 

effects. If, as professors posit, female students usually do very well in upper-level 

electives, and therefore have higher average grades than males in those classes, that does 

not indicate equity in Econ classrooms. It could mean that the “lower-performing” 

females did not choose to major, while “lower-performing” males declared the major 

anyway and continued to the upper classes. But HBS’s story is refreshing; they 

investigated how students’ incentives advantaged males over females, and then enacted 

policies to actually change those incentives to leverage females’ strength, and 

acknowledge how many men and women learn best in environments outside of lecture. 

I’d like to emphasize that Harvard Business School’s changes resulted in both men and 

women succeeding, and all were happier with their educational experience. As Professor 

Dierker says: “Equity is a beautiful world.” 

 

 

Empowering Econ Students 
In proposing initiatives that Econ could adopt, I also look to professors at Wesleyan who 

grappled with issues of inclusion.  
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Teaching her Econ finance elective, Professor Hornstein recognizes her students’ 

varying points of entry and seeks to accommodate all whom are interested. Her elective 

course is typically very imbalanced in terms of gender – in her most imbalanced 

semester, only two female students were on the roster (although she notes that was truly a 

one-off exception). Acknowledging that her male students have tended to have greater 

exposure to finance prior to Wesleyan, Professor Hornstein approaches assignment 

design with gender and cultural biases in mind to capture the reality that no prior topical 

knowledge is required or expected. The course's semester-long group project levels the 

playing field, such that “girl” types can leverage their creativity, understanding of theory, 

and knowledge of other disciplines, while the “boy” types can benefit from their prior 

knowledge of the field through isolated hands-on experiences with related 

material. Professor Hornstein says, “I don’t see women having less success. Women 

have the same intuition, the same ability to relate to the material.” Her method harnesses 

students’ strengths to create enriching, rigorous, and inclusive classrooms. 

 

In Wesleyan’s Quantitative Analysis Center, courses were designed with inclusion in 

mind; its credits are crosslisted with a wide variety of academic disciplines. QAC is 

similar to Econ, in that its focus is quantitative, but it actually attracts those very students 

who are underrepresented in Econ. Professor Dierker notes that its introductory statistics 

course, Applied Data Analysis (QAC201), “enrolls statistically higher rates of women 

than on campus [60%]… and higher rates of underrepresented students, both African 

American and Hispanic, than on campus.”  

 

To realize its goals of inclusion, QAC courses seek to empower students through project-

based learning. Inaugural chair Professor Lisa Dierker says, “The pedagogy that 

engages is absolutely necessary, but the pedagogy that empowers you to be your own 

thinker, and your own worker, to do things and get your hands on it and get support to do 

that, I think is also really attractive and important for underrepresented groups, be it 

women or any other underrepresented groups.”  

 

According to Professor Dierker, “The QAC…was really meant to serve a need that was 

only partially being served” – equipping students with knowledge of statistics, which 

they can apply to their various academic majors. Applied Data Analysis (QAC201) is a 

project-based course, intended to serve students across academic disciplines, and 

collaboration with peers is built into the course structure. Quantitative Methods 

(ECON300) is the required statistics course for the Econ major, and its prerequisites 

include some form of calculus, and ECON110. QAC201, meanwhile, has no 

prerequisites. While some ECON majors take QAC201, Professor Dierker notes, “I am 

literally dealing with a completely different cohort of students, because there are no 

prerequisites to get in…Everyone is welcome. Again, we take you where you’re at – 

everybody doesn’t come in with exactly the same background, but we try to adapt to what 

each person is able to do.” 

 

QAC courses incorporate hands-on problem solving into class meetings. Some Econ 

majors note that building problem-solving time into class meetings allows students to 
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raise questions or issues – such allocation certainly occurs in some Econ courses, but not 

across the board. Shivani, who also tutored in the QAC, recalls that in QAC201 “you 

would have small group meetings with about five other students from your class, and you 

would have a TA lead them…it was a good opportunity for people to say if they don’t 

understand something in a nonjudgmental environment…There were a thousand different 

resources [in the QAC] you could reach out to.” Econ majors, too, would benefit from 

increased class problem-solving time and opportunities to have questions answered. 

 

While the QAC has presented a possible structure from which to draw, Professor 

Dierker stresses that attempts to create more accessible and rigorous course structures 

fail as much as they succeed.xv Nevertheless, she says, “we succeed more now than we 

did five years ago, or four years ago, or three years ago…it is definitely about keeping at 

it.” According to exit surveys for QAC201, the vast majority of racial minority students 

express interest in continuing study of statistics. 

 

In the QAC201 course, “You’re working on your own research question the whole time. 

There’s unlimited support through peers. They have to ask for it, and ask their peer a 

question, but there’s unlimited support. There’s unlimited support through peer mentors 

[who are present in class], who have already taken the course and are there to really 

support small groups of students. There’s tons of support through the QAC tutors.” One 

female student who took QAC201 and ECON300 simultaneously recalls: “Taking 

[ECON300] also with QAC201…made me a lot more confident in my abilities because I 

was also learning statistics in a more accessible way, at the same time.” She felt more 

confident with QAC201 course content compared with ECON300 content, saying: “in 

QAC201 there is incentive to know…what you’re talking about, because you have to 

present it at the end of the semester, and they make you talk about it during class [and 

during TA sessions].” The course combines wide-reaching academic support, individual 

accountability, and project-orientation. 

 

Professors should be encouraged to innovate in their classrooms, in order to increase 

student engagement and empowerment. Students participating in “flipped classrooms” 

might watch pre-recorded lectures and follow along with guided notes, and then spend 

most of class time on hands-on problem solving or some other activity. Some 

departments at Wesleyan are experimenting with flipped classrooms, including 

Mathematics department and the QAC.  Mathematics Professor Petra Bonfert-Taylor 

experiments with her courses’ formats, incorporating elements of flipped classrooms. Her 

website describes the Multivariable Calculus course she taught in Fall 2013: “Students 

worked through content before class by reading PDF documents and annotating these, 

posting questions and responding to others’ questions…. Annotations served to 

prepare and engage students, enable students to ask content questions immediately and 

help me gauge what concepts needed clarification.” 

 

Professor Dierker notes that “individual faculty have a lot of control in their own 

classrooms, and they can individually make change. It is possible. It also is fraught – you 

can try things, and you can just bomb out. Students come to a classroom expecting 

particular things. Most of the research across the country shows that flipped classrooms 

https://pbonfert.faculty.wesleyan.edu/teaching/
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are not getting A+s; students are learning more, potentially, as the things they are 

learning stick, but the students aren’t necessarily saying they enjoyed it more. There is a 

real comfort to just sitting back, and having somebody just tell you stuff.” 

 

 

THE BRIDGE: Achieving equity in the Econ major 
Gender equity should be a departmental priority, and achieving that goal may require 

coordinated actions between professors, students, and administrators. As Harvard 

Business School’s interventions illustrate, even small changes can make things better for 

everyone. Some of the suggestions below are for student-driven programs that could 

improve camaraderie and intellectual collaboration within the major, plus increase the 

apparent relevance and social-mindedness of course material. Other suggestions involve 

changes in how the department awards credit, and still others address how students’ and 

professors’ incentives could shift to make the natural outcome of academic life more 

equitable. 

 

Professors want to address gender imbalance, but they’re not certain about what will 

work, and the problems they’re addressing have deep roots that overlap with 

socioeconomic and racial bias. One Econ professor notes, “various policies that have 

been attempted to change this don’t always seem to work out. If you think it’s systemic, 

these are various Band-Aids” that won’t treat the underlying problem. One professor 

laments, “We’ve just had too many [issues] on our department docket to trickle down to, 

to be able to discuss these things” and further, “[increasing representation of female 

students in the ECON major] is not high on [professors’] list.” One problem that 

paralyzes departmental action is that there is no single problem – rather, the causes of the 

gender and racial imbalance in ECON may be systemic, cultural, exogenous to Wesleyan, 

and further, involve student-student and professor-student interactions. 

 

I have spoken with low-income, minority, and international students, who identify with 

many concerns about inclusion expressed in this article. This has given me the sense that 

these problems face not only women in Econ, but students across departments and from 

many different backgrounds and identities. 

 

Progress toward equity and inclusion calls for collaboration. I hope that people who are 

experiencing these problems will make their perspectives known. We face these issues 

together. Through fostering campus dialogue, we can acknowledge our own contributions 

to the problem and compel professors and administrators to take action on the issues we 

perceive within classrooms. We can make real progress toward equity and inclusion, but 

in order to do so, all students must communicate their issues, biases, and struggles to 

professors, administrators, and above all, to each other. 

 

 

POLICY SUGGESTIONS 
 

The Female Economists of Wesleyan (FEW) is a recently formed caucus of female-

identifying Econ students. If you wish to discuss any of the issues raised in this article, 
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come to our OPEN MEETING FOR ALL STUDENTS ON SUNDAY, 4/26, 4:30-

5:30pm, PAC001. 

 

Here is a list of FEW-approved policy suggestions to improve equity and inclusion in 

Wes’s Econ department: 

 

1) ECON PEER MENTORS PROGRAM 

Prospective or recently declared majors would benefit from the guidance of an Econ Peer 

Mentor. Econ Peer Mentors should be a diverse group of students interested in helping 

their academic community. Mentors would hold one or two office hours per week, 

provide fellow students with advice on course selection, and direct students toward Econ 

department or university resources, internship and career guidance, or homework help. 

The list of Econ Peer Mentors, including their contact information and primary academic 

and co-curricular interests, should be visible to all students; all Econ professors should 

announce the program to their classes. 

 

2) PUBLIC PRESENTATIONS OF UPPER-LEVEL STUDENTS’ COURSEWORK  

Upper-level Econ students could present final research projects at informal talks or poster 

sessions, open to all. In upper-level Econ courses, students complete research projects on 

topics of their choice, typically applying theoretical concepts to real-world issues. Seeing 

strong student work can pique interest and make the prospect of majoring in Econ more 

attractive, especially for students who associate Econ solely with Wall Street, who think 

it’s irrelevant to their day-to-day experiences, or who don’t have a solid idea of what 

economists do. These events can also highlight the accomplishments of female and 

minority Econ students. Posters could be mounted in high-visibility spaces, such as the 

Exley lobby. Presentations can also increase upper-level students’ accountability for their 

coursework, and thus engagement in class. 

 

3) INFORMAL GATHERINGS for Econ professors and students 

Events could be focused around current events and economic issues. At some events, 

multiple professors could attend and discuss their research, while students could join 

whichever group interests them. At such gatherings, all students would benefit from the 

opportunity to engage with Econ outside of class, and from improved camaraderie with 

fellow Econ students and with faculty. Interdisciplinary-themed gatherings could appeal 

especially to female students, who upon arrival at Wes may have greater initial interest in 

interdisciplinary crossovers between Econ and other academic disciplines. 

 

4) TEACHING EVALUATIONS AND COURSE EVALUATIONS: incorporate 

professors’ sensitivity to equity and inclusion in the classroom, and allow professors 

greater flexibility and incentive to innovate their teaching styles 

Professors’ teaching evaluations are heavily weighted in decisions about tenure. The 

course evaluations we fill out at the end of each semester make up one part of teaching 

evaluations. A professors’ efforts towards increasing equity and inclusion within the 

classroom should be rewarded; incorporating questions on course evaluations that focus 

on equity and inclusion in the classroom could push students to think about these issues, 

offer professors focused feedback, and promote dialogue. Students should be informed 
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about the teaching evaluation process and recognize the power of thoughtful course 

evaluations. 

 

Importantly, professors should be encouraged to innovate their teaching and move away 

from lectures, which may not create the most effective learning environment. Often, 

experimenting with classroom structure leads to a professor receiving more negative 

course evaluations, which can put them at risk of not getting tenure. Professors seeking to 

improve teaching and students’ learning outcomes should feel supported by their 

department, and equity and inclusion in learning should be a departmental priority. 

 

5) TA OFFICE HOURS: increase the availability and visibility of extra help 

For each course, professors could designate one or two TAs to hold specialized office 

hours, in which several upperclassmen Econ majors could offer help and engage with 

students interested in deepening their understanding of course material. With greater peer 

support, professors could increase students’ individual accountability on class 

assignments as well as the rigor of course material. 

 

As female and minority students may be more grade-sensitive than their male peers, 

opportunities for attaining extra help are crucial. To achieve equity of educational 

opportunity, all students should have access to resources that will help them realize their 

academic potential. Harvard Business School (HBS) redefined leadership to reward 

students who help their communities. The Econ department should encourage students to 

help their peers; a more collaborative academic culture could help to normalize seeking 

extra help and improve camaraderie within the major.  

 

6) RE-WORK CREDIT to reward students who excel outside the classroom 

HBS created a new mode of earning credit so that students not as comfortable 

participating in classes could be rewarded for excellence outside the classroom in 

collaborative projects. Econ, similarly, could incorporate new opportunities for Econ 

credit. NSM departments at Wes currently offer quarter-credit Journal Club discussion-

based courses; Econ could do the same, plus offer more opportunities for department and 

peer-supported independent or collaborative projects. 

 

                                                 
i In fact, Wesleyan’s proportion of undergraduate female students in Econ is right around 

the national average for universities (29%, according to the National Center for 

Education Statistics But we should hold our applause. Women earned 57% of 

undergraduate degrees nationwide in 2009-10 and currently make up 52% of Wesleyan’s 

student body. Further, Undergraduate Women in Economics finds that Wesleyan’s rate of 

female students majoring in Economics is below the national average (about 3 male Econ 

graduates for every female Econ graduate), with 4.06 male Econ graduates for every 

female economics graduate. This rate is calculated: [(Male Econ BAs)/(Total Male 

BAs)]/[(Female Econ BAs)/(Total Female BAs)]. 
ii Women might enter college with less interest in economics. Some research indicates 

that students begin to select their college majors while in high school, and in those years 

more women than men lose their interest in STEM fields. While Econ is a social science 

http://nces.ed.gov/programs/digest/d13/tables/dt13_322.10.asp
http://nces.ed.gov/programs/digest/d13/tables/dt13_322.10.asp
https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2013/02/21/new-book-explains-why-women-outpace-men-education
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not universally considered a STEM field, it is aligned with STEM more closely than 

many social sciences because of its quantitative focus. 
iii Some academic departments, including psychology and English, experience high 

proportions of female to male students. Here, too, the existence of strong gender 

imbalances should be questioned, as it implies that men and women have different 

intellectual interests, or different preferences in terms of academic culture. I think there 

are other social forces at work.  
iv According to WesMaps, Introduction to Economics (ECON101) is “intended primarily 

for students without significant prior study in the discipline” and serves as a prerequisite 

for most of Wesleyan’s 200-level Econ electives. Not all students within ECON101 

intend to major, and the course does not have a calculus prerequisite. According to 

departmental data beginning with fall 2001, ECON101 classes have hung on average 

between 44% to just fewer than 50% female; these reasonably gender-balanced 

percentages are generally consistent across all ECON101 courses offered in this time, 

regardless of the professor. While the gender makeup of ECON101 is almost even, most 

students enrolled in this course do not go on to major; among the classes of 2005, 2006, 

and 2007, just 21% of students who ultimately majored in Econ began with ECON101.  
v By contrast, 70% of graduating majors from fall 2001 to fall 2007 began with 

Introduction to Economic Theory (ECON110). ECON110 has a calculus prerequisite and 

consistently lower female enrollment relative to ECON101. In the span of those seven 

semesters, ECON110 classes were on average 36% female. The last couple of years have 

slightly lower average female percentages. Not all enrolled students intend to major, but 

the higher female representation in ECON110 (36%) than in the major itself (28%) could 

also reflect that ECON110 does not ‘convert’ those students to the ECON major (notably, 

some ECON110 students are fulfilling the prerequisite for the College of Social Studies). 
vi The confidence gap between men and women affects how they apply for jobs, as well. 

Men are much more likely than women to apply for jobs for which they are under-

qualified. 
vii Some professors recognize female students’ higher sensitivity about their skills. For 

the 2000-2001 academic year, the Econ department added on a two-semester calculus 

prerequisite for its gateway ECON110 course. “After we toughened up the math 

requirements for the major,” Professor* Gil Skillman notes, “there was a noticeable 

dropdown in the ratio of women to men” – Econ’s graduating class of 2003, the first 

cohort affected by the change, was only 21% female, down from the previous few years’ 

steady 36% (between the classes of 2002 and 2003, the number of female majors dropped 

from 27 to 13, while the number of male majors increased from 47 to 49). Within a few 

years the makeup bounded back to a steady one-fourth female, at which it would hang for 

five years. 
viii Research indicates that females tend to value their grades more highly than males, and 

therefore might sort themselves into academic fields with higher average GPAs. Further, 

some studies on developmental differences between genders find that females tend to 

“derive more intrinsic gratification from performing well on a day-to-day basis, a crucial 

advantage in the learning process” (https://www.russellsage.org/publications/rise-

women). 

https://www.russellsage.org/publications/rise-women
https://www.russellsage.org/publications/rise-women
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ix Introductory courses tend to be large (ECON110 class sizes range between 35 and over 

50, and ECON101 can caps out at 100 students). One professor posits Econ courses may 

be more rigid compared to courses in other departments, due to its larger classes that are 

taught mostly lecture-style. 
x Some ECON110 professors’ classes exhibit higher proportions of female students; for 

the 2014-2015 academic year, one male professor’s two ECON110 courses were 29% 

female in the Fall semester and 26% female in the Spring semester, while another male 

professor’s Spring ECON110 course was 42% female.  
xi Currently in Professor* Skillman’s Political Economy (ECON352) course, only 5 of 

29 students identify as female. This makeup is fairly typical, but classes can be more or 

less skewed. In Spring 2014, Professor* Bonin’s 200-level course on China’s Economic 

Transformation included only two female students in a class of eight. 
xii Female students tend to do better on average than males in upper-level classes. 

Speaking of his Mathematical Economics course (ECON380), Professor* Skillman 

notes “more often than not, the best student in my class will typically be a woman…it’s 

not like it’s intrinsically impossible.” 
xiii While some female students are quieter than others in class, we must remember that 

class participation is not a perfect indicator of engagement and learning. Further, some 

male students are quiet as well; gender is not the only social issue within classrooms, but 

it’s a big one. The class, too, is big – rosters have expanded to accommodate the 

increasing number of declared majors. 
xiv The ECON department is making efforts to attract strong female and minority 

professorial candidates – the search is tough, as male candidates dominate the field. 
xv In order to appeal to women, ECON does not have to be less quantitative. ECON 

should not be less quantitative – it simply should offer more resources for students who 

are insecure about their quantitative abilities. Professors, TAs, and peer leaders should be 

extremely accessible, and explicitly state that students with any doubts about quantitative 

abilities should access available resources. 
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